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Digital Tutor role definition

Competence Map 

Soft Skills

Results to be developed

What we have done so far

A Digital Tutor is a teacher who is able to assume
tutoring functions in an online environment 
through the use of information and communication
technologies with the goal to enable students to 
develop and learn online in an effective, engaging 
and inclusive way. 

The Digital Tutor has all the competences that 
a ‘live’ tutor has, plus the additional competences 
required to tutor digitally*.

* In accordance with DigCompEdu and DidCompOrg frameworks 

DIGITAL TUTOR SKILLS
Teachers need digital tutor skills in order to select and employ digital
pedagogical strategies which respond to learners’ needs for guidance. 
A digital tutor needs to be able to monitor and reflect on their learners’ 
progress and use appropriate technologies accordingly.

Monitor behavior
and results

Understanding others’ experiences and 
frame of reference 

Soft skills enable digital tutor to navigate their enviroment,
work well with others, perform well and, complemented by hards skills,
achieve their goals.

Habit of critically eflecting on process and 
results

The desire to explore multiple possibillities

Exploring and envisioning new possible futures

The perseverance to deal with resistance and flexibility

Digital 
environment

Communication
tools

Professional
development

EMPATHETIC

CURIOUS

IMAGINATIVE

RESILIENT

REFLECTIVE

Evaluation System to assess the competences of a Digital Tutor

Upskilling training programme (40 hours) for the Digital Tutor role

Open Resource Platform including tools, practices, materials and
other type of resources to support the Digital Tutor function


